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Restaurant

With large windows and doors open to the Sintra Mountains, the restaurant is
open year round for lunch and dinner. Lawrence’s Restaurant is also used for
events with special menus, having a capacity for 88 people (including the
elegant indoor area as well as lovely outdoor balconies). The restaurant offers
a menu with traditional Portuguese cuisine and international classics. The
wine list consists mainly of Portuguese wines, with an emphasis on Sintra
regional wines.

Total Area: 129m2 Maximum Capacity: 88 people
- depending on the event configuration, the
capacity can be adjusted.

Suggestions
Main Room with capacity for 60 people without buffet

Main Room with buffet, maximum capacity of 35 people at a single L-
shaped table

Main Room with Oval Room, maximum capacity of 70 people without
buffet

Main Room with Oval Room and closed terrace, maximum capacity of
85 people without buffet. With buffet the capacity is reduced to half



Banquet Setup

Classroom Style Setup



“At Lawrence dinner lasted until eight, with
lights;- and Alencar always talked. He had
forgotten that day the disappointments of life, all
literary grudges, he was in an excellent vein "

 
Eça de Queiroz, The maias, 1888





 the Knight’s Hall 

A 72 m2 room with direct access to the Forest Terrace (95.60
m2), where welcome drinks and coffee breaks can be served.
Depending on the event configuration, the maximum space
capacity can vary.

Suggestions 

Single table without buffet/coffee break table - 42 people

Single table with buffet/coffee break table - 30 people

Individual tables with buffet/coffee break table - 20 people

U-Shape - 20 people

Classroom - 24 people

Auditorium without buffet/coffee break table - 50 people



Classroom Style Setup

Banquet Setup



Striped Room
 

A private space, in the restaurant, with a unique decoration
and capacity for up to 10 people.



Forest Terrace

An outdoor space, surrounded by nature and the magic of the
Sintra Mountains. It has a capacity for 30 people with a single
table.



"There is a pleasure in the pathless woods,
   There is a rapture on the lonely shore,
   There is society where none intrudes,
   By the deep Sea, and music in its roar:
   I love not Man the less, but Nature more,
   From these our interviews, in which I steal
   From all I may be, or have been before,
   To mingle with the Universe, and feel
What I can ne'er express, yet cannot all conceal."

 Lord Byron, Childe Harold's Pilgrimage, 1812-1818



The Green Room

A cozy space, with a unique decoration and views of the
Sintra Mountains. Capacity for 5 people. Perfect for
meetings.

Natural light

WiFi

Fireplace

4 electrical outlets



Library
With a literary and welcoming atmosphere, the hotel's library is a private
space ideal for meetings, with fantastic views of the Sintra's Mountains.
It has a capacity for 6 people.

Natural light 

WIFI

Fireplace

6 electrical outlets



The Red Room
One floor above the library, a space with plenty of natural light, with a
capacity for 6 people and a fantastic view of the Sintra Mountains.

Natural light 

WIFI

Fireplace

6 electrical outlets



THE CAPACITIES PRESENTED DEPEND ON THE DECORATION, IN ADDITION TO
THE FORMATS, ARRANGEMENTS AND DIMENSIONS OF TABLES

AREA

KNIGHT’S
ROOM

RESTAURANT

73m2

130m2

CAPACITIES

W/BUFFET WITHOUT/BUFFET

20 people 30 people

60 people 70 people
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